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Kristin:

00:01

Welcome everyone to episode 72 of the Channel Mastery
podcast. And I also want to say again welcome to what's going
to be an epic year in our businesses, 2019. So, before we dive in
here together today, everyone, I wanted to share something I'm
super excited about. So every week, literally every single week,
I'm getting more and more feedback from you, dear audience,
via email, on LinkedIn, and on Twitter. First of all, thank you so
much for that. Nothing makes me happier than to hear from
you, so please, please keep it up. And I wanted to share what
I've been hearing, because it was a little surprising, but super
cool. I've been hearing that not all of you channel masters are
working in the specialty markets of outdoor active lifestyle.
Which this podcast was born to serve about 18 months ago. As
the channel mastery community and reach grows, it's clear
we're attracting retailers, brands and businesses from other
specialty markets as well.

01:00

I've been meeting listeners from baby, pet, consumer
electronics, travel, health, and more markets. Like some that
are surprising to me, all joining in to our specialty markets of
outdoor active lifestyle. So a heartfelt welcome to all of you
new or new(ish) community members. We're planning a
fantastic podcast for you this year with a couple of additional
resource opportunities as well. And remember our show
focuses on how you, as specialty businesses, can win with
today's ever-changing omnichannel consumer. Specialty
businesses are, as so many of you have heard me say many
times, special snowflakes. And often the research, news and
information that's published with the intent of guiding decision
makers in our businesses of specialty around the changing

omnichannel consumer isn't created for us. It's created for
large, multichannel brands and mega retailers. And on this
podcast I pride our mission, that I'm proud of, is to filter
through the headlines and such resources and make it relevant
to specialty brands, retailers and business leaders. So that's
what we do here. Welcome, everybody, to the party.
Kristin:

02:09

I'm super happy and grateful that the Channel Mastery
community is growing. Thank you so much.

02:15

Alright, on to what we're here to do today in episode 72. This
week's show is a solo cast giving you more of a foundation for a
panel that I'm leading up at the Outdoor Retailer Snowsports
Industries of America trade show, which takes place at the end
of January, 2019, up in Denver, Colorado. This panel takes place
on January 29, which is a Tuesday, the day before the show
kicks off. It's on what's called the Industry And Intelligence Day
at ORSIA, and in my humble opinion it is a must attend. I really
mean that, it's not just because it's my panel, I swear. And the
details for the panel will be available at ChannelMastery.com in
the podcast notes as well as verdepr.com. But know that the
panel takes place, again, at 2:15, January 29th, in room 401 of
the Denver Convention Center. The big blue, bear building up in
Denver.

03:13

And while I'm leading this panel for a trade show squarely in the
outdoor active lifestyle markets, it is a very relevant panel for all
specialty markets. There's so much great information in this
podcast and the next few shows of Channel Mastery. All of
them are gonna be anchored by this panel, and just know that
the information is relevant to all specialty businesses.

03:34

Alright, so let's share the 411 on this panel shall we? So the title
of it is "Managing the Gap: How successful retailers can bridge
the digital divide, capture attention and build trust with the
omnichannel consumer in 2019". Yes, that is a toothy, large
topic, isn't it? And yes, we are gonna just dive right into that
sucker. It is a huge, huge, huge collection of topics actually, and
that's why we're going to be addressing this before, during and
after the trade show panel on the podcast here. So you'll get
plenty of content over the next, I think it's three or four weeks.
It wraps up in early February. And I wanted to just quickly put it
out there that when we talk about the digital divide here on the
podcast, it pertains to how specialty businesses are intertwined
with the evolving competitive landscape out there. Like who we
compete with for this omnichannel consumer. And yeah, we've
got some pretty fierce competition. For the sake of brevity, I'm
gonna call them the juggernauts, but if you're a Scott [Galloway
00:04:41] fan as I most certainly am, it's the horsemen, right?
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It's Amazon, Facebook, Google. I wouldn't say Apple, but three
of the four horsemen that he lays out.
Kristin:

04:50

So the juggernauts will continue to shape consumer expectation
in brands, retailers and businesses in specialty must understand
that today's omnichannel consumer expectation is always
changing. And they are constantly investing in that they are
trying, failing, they are doing everything they can to shape that
expectation, get in front of that expectation, innovate around it,
and basically that's what's making it difficult for us to do what
we do. But not if you have the right information and understand
how you augment that experience of the omnichannel
consumer. And that's essentially what this panel is about. You
can think about it this way. Amazon and Facebook can literally
follow consumers around from device to device and we spend
an inordinate amount of time on these devices throughout the
day. But capturing data along the way, that's what they do.
They're data capturing behemoths, or juggernauts, whatever
you want. And then they treat the consumer to a first class
personalized service experience every single time they have the
opportunity to serve them, thereby training our consumer to
expect that everywhere. Every channel, every brand experience,
every retail opportunity. So that's what we call the digital divide
on Channel Mastery.

06:11

So when the omnichannel consumer does not get that
experience, they experience friction, and that is the bane of our
existences as business leaders. So friction free, right? And this
will be an ever-evolving topic over 2019 of course, and know
that we'll be here to cover it for you regularly on the Channel
Mastery podcast. Again, we're making trends, developments,
tools and solutions relevant to you as specialty businesses. So
even though this is a changing topic, this is what I do know.
Specialty retail will grapple with the digital divide in 2019 as we
continue to have ... sorry, to share our omnichannel consumers
online decision journey with the juggernauts, their data driven
strategies and level of nimbleness will create a disconnect and
friction for the consumer when it comes time for them to land
in our realm, or in our channel experience. So the panel will give
you the information you need to take this on, and continually
take it on through future podcasts, and to continue to place the
almighty connected consumer of today on the pedestal they
deserve, as they are, as we all know here on Channel Mastery,
our forever north star. Yes they are.

07:30

And I have a few resources that I'm gonna share on this podcast
at the end of it, and I'm happy to get to that, and I'm also gonna
introduce the panelists because I'm gonna be interviewing them
over the next couple of weeks, before and after the show, so
before I do that, I wanna go ahead and pause for a moment and
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thank the presenting sponsor of Channel Mastery, which is
Verde Brand Communications. So I wanna just quickly tell you
about Verde. You can learn more at verdepr.com. But at Verde,
we believe successful multichannel strategies are powered by
authentic and strategically deployed brand communications. If
you think about it, communications, search, PR, branded
content and content marketing, as well as paid traffic and
experiential events create discovery, cement emotional
connection, and drive conversion for brands and retailers. That's
the work we get to do at Verde Brand Communications for our
client partners. And I am happy to say that our work is more
important than ever to the financial growth and success of our
clients. We help them own the hearts and minds of their
omnichannel consumers, and I'd love to invite you to learn
more about how we do this, meet my incredible team and see
our best in class services at verdepr.com.
Kristin:

08:52

Alright. And also, super quick, know that again, I'm hosting two
of the panelists before the trade show and another one after,
because there is no way we could offer what you need on this
topic in an hour long panel at a trade show. I'm sure you agree
with me on that. So, without further delay, here are my
esteemed panel guests for the 2019 panel. Alright, first up is
Paul Paradis, who is the Chief Revenue Offer at a company
called Sezzle, S E Z Z L E. Sezzle's mission is to financially
empower the next generation. Wait, you're like, "What's that
mean?" Well let me tell you. They have created an exciting new
payment platform that enables young customers, i.e. those that
we're always trying to figure out, to pay for their purchase using
interest free installment plans. Sezzle's goal is to help
consumers also build credit. They ... Sezzle reports good
repayment behavior to the credit bureaus. So that's a super cool
thing.

09:56

It's important to note that our largest demographic, channel
masters, that we are trying to serve together and that we will
continue to need to serve going forward is the millennial. But
did you know that only 33% of millennials in the United States
own a credit card? And 67% of consumers under the age of 30
have a sub- or non-prime credit score. Okay, one more stat:
around 33% of people in this age group don't have a credit
score at all, because they don't have credit history. And Sezzle's
payment platform has pioneered the payment platform
revolution of eCommerce. Paul will tell us incredible insights on
today's omnichannel consumer, retail trends, and best of all
how to remove friction from the consumer when they're ready
to engage with you in your store or on your brand's online
storefront, or through your brand experience. So that is going to
be ... Paul is gonna be a great addition to the panel this year.
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Kristin:

10:57

Next up is Peter Kearns [00:10:59], I think he is known as PK, I'm
just getting to know him and he's awesome. He's Vice President
of Business Development for 180 Commerce. 180 Commerce is
a brand management and advising agency specializing in helping
brands succeed on Amazon. So, Paul is an Amazon expert. We
can't have a panel on this topic without having an Amazon
expert, I'm sure you'll agree. He spent four years on Amazon's
Seller Services team, working in the sports and outdoor and
consumables categories. And he's helped hundreds and
hundreds of brands, ranging from big companies to small
companies to start ups, make $500 plus million in gross
merchant sales. And he's now the Vice President of Business
Development at 180 Commerce. So Paul is going to bring very
important insights to the panel, and he's also going to be my
guest on the podcast next week, Tuesday, January 15th. So
please don't miss that show, because we're gonna deep dive
more so on this.

11:57

And some of the things you'll learn in that show, Paul's gonna
talk about what it means to have what's old, new again in 2019,
or at least the first part of 2019, because nobody in their right
mind can speak to the whole year at this point. So what's old is
new again is what's happening with retail, but it's a different
version of what you may have been reading even in December.
Amazon continues to open stores, a lot of them. And click and
collect is going to be a very important aspect of the consumer
journey. Product selection is also going to be incredibly
important. Having the right product, right color, and right size in
stock. Again, that's what the consumer expects today, and it's
important for us to think ... like specialty retail, and brand retail,
yes, you have to be that. But we also have to understand clearly
that our north star, our dear omnichannel consumer, should be
empowered to acquire the product on their own terms, through
the channel they want. So that's something that he's going to
speak to and deliver value on, in spades, I'm sure, on this panel
and in the podcast next week.

13:05

Let's see. Okay. We can't have a panel, it seems, without my
perennial cohost, Teddy Schiavoni [00:13:10], and Teddy, as
some of you know, is an entrepreneur and specialty retailer.
He's also the owner of Summit Ski and Snowboard, a two store
chain in Massachusetts. He runs that with his wife, and he is the
President and Founder of Slope Style Life, a snow sports
consulting firm and a key member of the Locally team. And I
wanna just a quick word about Locally. So Locally was founded
in 2014, but boy did that company have a tipping point year in
2018. Locally was founded and was built to be the solution that
specialty businesses need to meet the needs of today's
omnichannel consumer. Shoppers use devices for research and
decision making, and there was no tool like Uber or OpenTable,
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that connected their online behavior to nearby purchasing
options, and Locally built that tool.
Kristin:

14:02

Teddy will be on the panel representing the retailer perspective
and Locally but he also has a lot of years of experience working
on the brand side, too. Not only is he the chairman of the Retail
Advisory Board for the Snowsports Industries of America, he's
the Chairman Elect for the National Ski and Snowboard Retailers
Association and contributes to product development and
marketing councils across the country. When does this guy have
time to sleep, I wonder. Anyway, and he's a great interview. So
fun to learn from him, and he's on the panel too. And he will be
the post panel guest. So after we get through the trade show,
there'll be an interview with Teddy that will probably be a
Facebook Live, where we basically do an ESPN like ... ESPN Post
Game Overview together on the show and on how the panel
went.

14:51

So I hope I've convinced you that this panel, which again, takes
place on Tuesday, January 29th, the day before the show kicks
off, on the Industry and Intelligence day at the trade show, is a
must attend. 2:15, Room 401 of the Denver Convention Center.
Be there.

15:08

Alright. And I think I'll take about a few more minutes, I don't
even think it'll be five, but as I promised, before we close the
shop here for the day, I've a quick rundown of resources and
trend information on today's omnichannel consumer, to tee up
the episodes that are about to happen and the panel. So that's
my goal, between now and early February, is to make sure you
have the best information you need to go out there and just
crush, okay?

15:38

So, let's hit this. I like to think of it almost as like a fire round.
So, first up, Amazon continues to shape the expectations of
today's connected consumer and will continue to do so in 2019.
And if you want to have a resource on that, head on over to the
omnitalk.blog website. There's a blog post and I believe a
podcast that Chris and Anne put together, of omnitalk, regular
guests of this show, I'm proud to say, that goes over why
Amazon was absolutely the retailer of the year in 2018. It's a
very important thing for you to read or listen to that show.
Because that is how our consumer expectation is developing.

16:20

Alright, think of it in this way: convenience, selection, price,
trained into Amazon shoppers daily, and over half of all product
searches now start on Amazon, and upwards of 60% of all US
households are using Amazon Prime. Crazy. And it's growing.
Amazon has truly set the bar with consumer expectations
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because it is masterful at gathering and using data from its
consumers, so keep that in mind as well.
Kristin:

16:49

Specialty brands and retailers may not have the luxury of being
as digitally connected to their target consumers cross platform
24 hours a day as these juggernauts, right? But when it comes
to investing in a specialty product or joining up with a specialty
brand, person to person interface and experiences still reign
supreme. In fact, 90% of all purchases are still happening in
brick and mortar stores. I love that that is true, and it is.
Whether a consumer wants to validate a purchase, explore a
brand more so in person, or just interface with a human instead
of a screen, consumers love, love, love to buy from physical
retailers. Can I get a thank goodness? And maybe an Amen to go
with that? So, we all know now, and we all know there's some
work to be done in terms of how we actually fight our way
through this gracefully. There is a big gap between how
consumers research, engage with, and buy from brands online
and from juggernauts online, but the opportunity is knowing
who you serve. And that means knowing who your ideal
customer is, but also knowing the broader trends defining the
omnichannel consumer today.

18:03

And that's what you're gonna get in this podcast in the next few
episodes, and at the panel.

18:09

Okay, so super quick, I think it's important to just note that
whether or not you are super technically savvy or you're trying
to be or that's one of your goals for 2019 in terms of building
out a tech solution or a marketing stack. I mean there's being
called a lot of different things depending on the type of
company you have, it's very, very important that you do look at
technical solutions that will make your store or your brand
experience even more white glove and special. Because it's all
about personalization and creating a convenient, friction free
experience for this amazing north star consumer, okay? And
please know that there will be a lot more in depth coverage,
insights, and interviews, and trainings all about this on the
Channel Mastery podcast in the next few weeks. The series will
run through the first week of February, and after that, we get to
take on the changing role of the sales representative. I can't
wait, that's gonna be such a good one, and I've been working on
that one while I've been working on this one, so lots of research
going on.

19:19

Oh, and please remember, head on over to
ChannelMastery.com/72 and/or verdepr.com for the podcast
show notes. You can also find those, as I said, on verdepr.com.
Alright, I think that that is it for this week. I would love for you
to forward this to anybody you know who might be attending
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that show or to any other specialty business leader who might
be in your network who is secretly or not so secretly struggling
with trying to figure out one of the last great mysteries of the
world that will never be solved, how to figure out the
omnichannel consumer today. Because we are the resource for
that for specialty businesses. Alright, tune in next week for
another episode that will help you drive your business fast and
help you take chances in your business.
20:11

Until then, bye for now.
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